
 

Vintages may change. 

 
 
 
 
 
Champagne 
The Drappier family has been producing Champagne since 1808. This historic and pioneering house was instrumental 
in reintroducing Pinot Noir to the Aube post phylloxera, and it continues to work at the cutting edge of Champagne 
production. Provenance, excellence and distinctive style are the mantras, both in the vineyard, which is increasingly 
farmed according to organic principles, and in the cellar, where minimal use of sulphur is the rule and the wines remain 
unfiltered. In 2016, Drappier became the first ‘carbon neutral’ Champagne house. 
 
 

1 Champagne Drappier 1er Cru NV Bru                      125ml £19.95 

The grapes come only from Grand Cru and Premier Cru vineyards. Very low in sulphur.            Bottle £ 105.00 

Elegant and fresh on the nose. Firm and intense, with pear, spices, vanilla and a hint of acacia honey.  
Toasty bread and long on the palate.          

 
 

2 Champagne Drappier Brut Rosé NV      125ml £22.00 

100% Pinot Noir.                                                                                 Bottle £120.00  
A unique Champagne rosé made using the saignée method and with very low sulphur.   
Well structured, with exemplary purity of red fruits. Warm and satiny, lightly spiced with balanced hints of stoned fruits 
thanks to a lovely freshness in the finish.    

 
 

3 Champagne Drappier Grande Sendrée 2012        Bottle £190.00 

Impressively rich and savoury, Drappier's flagship wine shows complex, mature notes of dried fruit, toast and wax, vivid 
stone fruit and citrus flavours. The palate is graceful despite its underlying power and finish is extremely long. 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Vintages may change. 

Wines by the Glass 
 

Sparkling             125ml Bottle  

Prosecco Brut, Bella Reta, Treviso, Italy NV          £ 8.25 £43.50 
Noble Hill, Brut Nature, Blanc De Blanc, South Africa 2019       £12.00 £70.00
  

White Wine            175ml 250ml 

Grenache Blanc, La Loupe, Languedoc, France 2022   £ 7.75       £11.00 

Dry Riesling, Weingut Fusser, Pfalz, Germany 2022                                  £10.95      £14.50 

Grüner Veltliner, ‘Hundspoint’, Gruber Röschitz, Weinviertel, Austria 2021      £11.95      £16.95 
Gavi di Gavi, ‘Rovereto’. Il Poggio, Italy 2022                      £12.75      £16.75 

Chenin Blanc, ‘Sur Lie’, Laibach, Stellenbosch, South Africa 2020              £13.45      £19.25 

Dog Point, Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough, South Africa 2022           £14.50      £20.25 
 

Rosé Wine              175ml      250ml 
Crazy Tropez Rosé, Domaine Tropez, IGP Méditerranée, France 2021      £ 9.75       £13.75 
Rosé Vulcânico, Azores Wine Company, Pico, Azores, Portugal 2022        £14.45      £21.45 
 

Red Wine              175ml       250ml 

Grenache Noir, La Loupe, Languedoc, France 2022                    £ 8.00       £11.25 

Pinot Noir ‘L'Instant’, Berthier, Loire, France 2020                    £ 9.00       £13.50 

Carignan/Grenache ‘Rojalet’, Celler Masroig, Montsant, Spain 2019     £ 10.45     £14.45 

Bodegas Krontiras ‘Explore’ Aglianico, Mendoza, Argentina 2018                   £15.00      £20.00 
Cannonau di Sardegna, ‘Tiscali’, Puddu, Sardinia, Italy 2019       £14.50      £21.50 

Malbec ‘Barrel Fermented’, Saurus, Patagonia, Argentina 2019        £16.50      £23.50 
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Coravin Fine Wines by the Glass 
 

White Wine     125ml 

Sancerre, Domaine Des Clairneaux, Loire Valley, France 2021             £14.75  
 

Verdelho o Original, Azores Wine Co, Azores, Portugal 2022             £16.45 
 

Chardonnay, ‘Ashley’s’, Fess Parker, California, USA 2017                               £16.95                                                                                                                              
 

Condrieu ‘Les Terrasses’, Roland Grangier, Rhône, France 2017    £18.25 
 

Red Wine     125ml 

Barbera d`Alba `Zio Nando` Single Vineyard, Rivetto, Piedmont, Italy 2020    £15.95 
 

Syrah, EQ, Matetic, San Antonio Valley, Chile 2017                                            £16.95    
 

Brunello di Montalcino, Val di Suga, Tuscany, Italy, 2017             £19.95     
 

Château Haut de la Bécade, Pauillac, Bordeaux, France, 2011   £23.45 
 

Coravin Fine Dessert Wine by the Glass     125ml 

Tokaji Aszu 6 Puttonyos, Fuleky, Hungary 2013   £22.45     
 

Riesling Auslese, ‘Trittenheimer’, Werner, Mosel, Germany 2018    £23.95     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Vintages may change. 

The Wine List 

Dry Whites - light, easy drinking  
 

4 Tempranillo Blanco, Fincas de Azabache, Rioja, Spain 2021           £36.00 

This is a relatively `new` grape variety, a natural mutation of the red Tempranillo variety which is grown 
throughout Spain. The wine has fruity aromas with green apple, citrus and floral characters. Well-balanced with 
a refreshing acidity and a light, fruity finish with delicate floral notes lingering on the palate.  
 

5 Azal Vinho Verde, AB Valley Wines, Minho, Portugal 2022                        £40.00 

A light and zesty white from North West Portugal. Delicate floral and citrus notes on the nose. The palate is 
very fresh with a zingy acidity and notes of green apple, white peach, grapefruit and a hint of elderflower. 

 
 

6 Albariño, Monte Pío, ‘Raxeira’ Rias Baixas Spain 2022              £49.50 

A classic Albarino with fresh, taut, salty citrus and pear flavours, a mouthfeel that builds in texture with  
time and air to reveal hints of yellow plum and minerals. 
 

7 Grüner Veltliner, ‘Hundspoint’, Gruber Röschitz Weinviertel, Austria 2021         £48.00 

An exciting family winery, run by three siblings. Small hills rise up around the village of Röschitz where the best 
vineyards are found. Hundspoint is a single vineyard dedicated to Grüner Veltliner. This is a white of subtle 
weight and power with silky yellow fruits, peach and quince, a mouth filling texture and lingering stony finish 

 

8 Gavi di Gavi, ‘Rovereto’. Il Poggio, Italy 2022             £52.00 

100% Cortese from a small, naturally minded producer with an all-female team in the Rovereto hills.  
This is rich and rounded Gavi di Gavi, even when young due to undergoing malolactic fermentation. Articulated 
limestone and lemon notes backed with hints of sage and apple and a lovely crunchy acidity.  

 

9 Sancerre, Domaine Des Clairneaux, Loire Valley, France 2022  125ml £14.25        £76.00 

A subtle yet beguiling wine with a refined nose of green herbs, lemon rind and chalky minerality.  
The palate is surprisingly powerful with a round, mouth-filling texture and elegant acidity. 
 

10 Chablis 1er Cru, ‘Fourchaume’, Dom N&G Fèvre, Chablis France 2021               £98.00 

Talented winemaker Nathalie Fevre crafts outstanding wines. Together with husband Giles, she is a great 
believer in letting the grapes `do the talking` using minimal interventions to ensure the wines are expressive of 
their terroir. This premier cru Chablis originates from vineyards situated on long slopes facing the sunrise, 
allowing the sun to warm the soil for as long as possible, aiding the ripening of the grapes. Long and rich, with 
fruit flavours of lemon, apple and white blossom with distinctive mineral notes. A lovely finish which is smooth 
and rounded whilst still retaining the classic mineral terroir. 
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Off Dry Whites - aromatic, riper fruit, dry 
 

10 Grenache Blanc, La Loupe, Les Vignobles Foncalieu, Languedoc, France 2022   £28.00 

A hidden gem from this rarely encountered single varietal with a dry and richly textured palate, it is impressively 
fragrant and spicy with notes of peach and pear with hints of aniseed. It is a wine made to be enjoyed young 
and fresh, with a mid-bodied palate rich with flavours of acacia and greengages balanced by a dry mineral 
finish. 
 

11 Dry Riesling, Weingut Fusser, Pfalz, Germany 2021             £44.00 

Brothers Georg and Martin Fusser have made wines in Niederkirchen near Deidesheim, Palatinate since 2006 

and already since their first vintage in 2007 they have won several awards. The grapes for this Riesling have 
been handpicked and spontaneously fermented to give them great complexity and depth. The wine is young, 
slender and lively, characterised by citrus, apple and a little tropical fruit, good length. 

 

12 Sauvignon Blanc, ‘Silex’, Berthier, Côteaux Du Giennois, France 2021         £60.00 

Côteaux du Giennois is a tiny 191-hectare region and only a recent appellation, despite archaeological 
evidence of winegrowing in the area from the 2nd century. These wines offer a more fruit-driven alternative to 
those from their famous neighbours of Sancerre and Pouilly. Vibrant lemon, nettle, tangerine and green herbs 
shot through with smoky mineral notes which reappear on the focused, energetic palate, which delivers 
outstanding length and intensity. 

 

 

13 Givry Blanc, ‘Cuvée Amélie’, D. Besson, Burgundy, France 2021 125ml £15.45 £92.00 
One of the very few white wines made in Givry. A pale lemon in colour with white peaches and floral nuances 
on the nose. The palate is round with notes of white blossom, candied lemon peel, peaches and a soft, creamy 
character. The rounded mouthfeel is nicely balanced by an elegant acidity and a long finish. 

 

14 Verdelho o Original, Azores Wine Co, Azores, Portugal 2022      125ml £16.45   £85.00 

An intensely mineral dry white wine from the traditional Verdelho grape grown on extraordinary, windswept, 
coastal, volcanic vineyards in the Azores. Aromas of lime zest and muted pineapple with hints of ripe apple and 
orange blossom, all playing second fiddle to wet stone, salt and mineral notes. Great depth and length, powerful 
yet restrained and tightly wound. A brilliant white. 
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Full-Bodied Whites – powerful, full of flavour and concentration 
 

15 Viognier, ‘Revelation’, Badet Clément, Languedoc-Roussillon, France 2022       £39.00 

Bursting with typical flavours of apricot and peach alongside elegant floral notes. The palate is round, 
with a refreshing acidity and a perfectly balanced finish. 

 

16 Chardonnay, Buitenverwachting, Constantia, South Africa, 2022            £48.00 

This full-bodied, rich Chardonnay offers a powerful citrus, giving it great elegance, with flintstone 
on the nose, mineral undertones and good balance. This wine has a wonderful lingering finish. 
 

17 Chenin Blanc, Sur Lie, Laibach Vineyards, Stellenbosch, South Africa 2020       £52.50 

This wine is made from the oldest vineyard on the farm. No additives were used and fermentation  
50% old barrels, 25% in concrete eggs and 25% in stainless steel. The resulting wine is a refreshing colour 
with an orangey tint. A very exotic nose with tropical, papaya and white peach in abundance. On the palate, a 
lovely mineral character combines with the ripe tropical and stone fruits. Very long with a fresh acidity. 

 

18 Chardonnay, ‘Ashley’s’, Fess Parker, California, USA 2017        125ml £16.95   £89.00                                                                                                                                    
A superb single-vineyard wine, planted on hillside vineyards named after the daughter of former 1950s 
Hollywood actor of Davey Crocket fame, Fess Parker. This ex-Jurassic riverbed site is cooled by Pacific  
Ocean breezes. Full of ripe peach, nougat, lemon curd and baking spice with a refreshing yet textured finish. 
 

19 Condrieu ‘Les Terrasses’, Roland Grangier, Rhône, France 2017            £98.50                                                                                                                                    
100% Viognier barrel-fermented in 30% new oak. This 2017 Condrieu les Terrasses is a honeyed, plush 
wine for immediate consumption. Apricot and melon flavours wash easily over the medium to full-bodied palate, 
easing into a long, zesty-spicy finish. 
 

20 Chassagne Montrachet Blanc, Les Houillères Morey-Coffinet, Burgundy, France, 2020   £145.00 

The tiny vineyard of `La Romanée` rests on the higher slopes south of the hamlet of Chassagne. Its wines come  
across as quite rich and powerful, pale gold in colour, with gorgeous buttery, nutty notes on the nose and  
restrained oak spice. This wine is exceptionally complex and well-balanced with a vein of acidity that contributes  
elegance and poise on a long finish. 
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Rosé Wine 
 

21 Crazy Tropez Rose, Domaine Tropez, IGP Mediterranée, France 2021          £36.00 

70% Grenache and 30% Cinsault. Pale pink colour with salmon highlights. The nose is fresh and  
aromatic with notes of citrus and tropical fruit. Delicious and indulgently fruity on the palate with  
suggestions of spice and minerality. Zesty citrus notes and juicy acidity converge on a smooth finish. 
 

22 Piquepoul Rosé, Les Vignobles Foncalieu, Languedoc, France 2022           £42.00 

Pale pink in colour, this Piquepoul rosé has a delicate nose of cherry blossom, strawberries and peaches.  
The palate is wonderfully fresh with summer berry flavours and notes of crushed rose petals. The fruity  
notes are balanced perfectly with a lively, citrus acidity leaving the palate refreshed. 

 

23 Rose Vulcânico, Azores Wine Company, Pico, Azores, Portugal 2022           £55.00 

Pale salmon pink, with edges running to orange. Aromas of wild strawberry, sea spray, blood orange  
and sour cherry co-mingle with iodine, black pepper and oyster shell. On the palate, clean, fresh flavours of 
strawberry and watermelon are carried by high toned minerality and persistent salinity. Thirst quenching and 
stunningly easy to drink. 
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Light-Bodied Reds – fruity, softer tannins 
 
 

24 Pinot Noir ‘L'Instant’, Berthier, Loire, France 2021                                     £37.00 

This region is known for its white wine production but as the climate changes it has displayed its capacity 
for outstanding Pinot Noir. The vines grow on clay-limestone soil, mainly in the northern sector of Sancerre. A 
Pinot Noir packed with juicy wild mulberries and cherry with a fresh, vibrant soft palate. 

 
 

25 Fleurie ‘Côte de Poncie’ Domaine Patrick Tranchand, Beaujolais, France 2021   £53.00 

Bright ruby red with fresh raspberries on the nose. The palate is soft with a silky mouthfeel  
and subtle tannins, notes of red cherries and violets on the finish. 

 
 

26 Cannonau di Sardegna, ‘Tiscali’, Puddu, Sardinia, Italy 2019                       £58.00 

The Fratelli Puddu winery is located in the centre-east of Sardinia at the foot of the ancient limestone 
Mount Corrasi in the Supramonte mountain range. The decomposed granite and limestone soils and 
Mediterranean sun, allied to altitude and the cooling sea breezes, give the grapes concentrated flavours  
but with freshness and balance. A delicate, pale, lightly unoaked red made from a derivative of Grenache. 
Enticing notes of wild red berries and rosehip.  

 
 

27 Barbaresco, Bosio "Boschi dei Signori", Piedmont, Italy, 2019                 £68.00 

This is a beautifully pure and ripe Nebbiolo, showing raspberry and damson notes accented with  
hints of rose petal, fresh leather and dusty tannins. 

 
 

28 Syrah, ‘EQ’, Matetic, San Antonio Valley, Chile 2017 125ml £16.95   £85.00 

An intensely aromatic wine, showing vibrant violet perfume with classic peppery notes and wafts of milk 
chocolate. The palate has a satisfying structure with rich and lively black cherry, lifted by a hint of menthol and 
fresh acidity. This vineyard really benefits from optimal weather and site positioning for growing cool 

climate Syrah. These wines exemplify the practices of biodynamic and organic wine-making while benefitting 
from ideal weather conditions in Chile. 

 
 

29 Chassagne Montrachet Rouge, Les Chaumes, Domaine Morey-Coffinet, Burgundy France 2015 £130.00 

A brilliant ruby-red moving to magenta at the rim, with an extremely inviting nose loaded with fresh, ripe notes 
of red and black cherry, wild strawberry, and cranberry mixed with wet rose petals and forest floor/under 
brush-y quality. The minerality and tannin is subtle and fine-grained, and the fruit generous. 
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Medium-Bodied Reds 
 

30 Grenache Noir, La Loupe, Les Vignobles Foncalieu, Languedoc, France 2022    £28.00 

La Loupe is a very approachable, fruit-driven red grown in the Mediterranean vineyards of the Languedoc. An 
aroma of juicy ripe red fruits typical of the Languedoc and hints of pepper and herbs. On the palate cherries, 
strawberries and redcurrants continue to persist in a smooth and round mouth-filling texture. 
 

31 Carignan/Grenache Celler Masroig ‘Rojalet’, Montsant, Spain 2019               £40.00 

70% Carignan, 30% Grenache with perfumed aromas of mulberry, blueberry and a hint of well-handled 
vanilla and coffee oak. Soft, supple and approachable, delivering delicious, lush, early-drinking pleasure. 

 

32 Mencia, Sangarida Attis, Bierzo, Spain 2020              £46.00 
Made from 100% Mencia, a low-yielding native grape variety from plots over 50 years old on the slopes of 
the Montes Aquilianos. Mencia is characterised by its freshness, red fruits balanced by mineral notes and acidity. 
 

33 Pedroncelli, Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma County, USA 2015            £52.00 
Pedroncelli from California, USA, have been producing wine since John Pedroncelli Sr. Purchased a vineyard in 
Sonoma County’s Dry Creek Valley in 1927. Pedroncelli remains a family run business and have a real 
commitment to sustainable farming. Rich aromas of red plum, sage and toasted oak. Ripe cherry fruit, black 
olive and black pepper spice. Jammy blackberry and a spicy finish on the palate.; 
 

34 Aglianico, Bodegas Krontiras ‘Explore’ Mendoza, Argentina 2018                       £54.00 

Bodegas Krontiras are Argentina’s leading biodynamic winery, located in high altitude Mendoza, in the foothills 
of the Andes. Their Explore Aglianico is an extremely successful take on this southern Italian grape variety. 
Aromas of stewed red plum and cherry and hints of meaty spice, with firm structure. A great food wine 

 

35 Sangiovese, Chianti Classico DOCG Tenuta di Lilliano, Tuscany, Italy 2021       £62.00 

A fresh and vibrant Chianti classico, bright ruby red in colour with notes of red cherries on the nose. The palate 
is medium bodied with notes of redcurrants, cherries, cloves, cinnamon, a touch of violet and a classic spicy 
finish. The fresh fruit flavours are supported by soft tannins and a typical, chianti acidity. 

 

36 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Domaine du Grand Tinel, Rhone, France 2017               £75.00 
This famous wine is produced from 50-year-old vines grown on the pebble-strewn slopes surrounding the 
village of Chateau Neuf du Pape. After 24 months’ maturation in oak barrel, the richness and power is 
softened with complex aromas of wild herbs, cedar and pepper. It has ample flavours of cherry, strawberry and 
prune held by a strong, spicy character. 

 

37 Barbera d`Alba `Zio Nando`, Rivetto, Piedmont, Italy 2020         125ml £15.95  £80.00 

A special selection of the estate's best Barbera. Single vineyard, very ripe, rounded and flattering with a subtle 
acidity. This wine has amazingly rich, sweet, plummy fruit, intense mouth filling palate with a velvety texture and 
acidity softened by 6 months age in the barrel. 
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Full-Bodied, Heavier Reds 
 

38 Château Gachon Montagne St Emilion, Bordeaux, France 2019                £55.00               
 A blend of Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon, this wine is a deep ruby colour with  

purple hues and has a soft nose of cherry, cassis, and spice. Well balanced with a solid tannic structure and a 
soft mid-palate of ripe plums and red berries, well-integrated oak ageing adds structure and spice. 

 

39 Malbec ‘Barrel Fermented’, Saurus, Fam Schroeder, Patagonia, Argentina 2021 £67.00 

The combination of individually selected blocks of intense Malbec fermented in subtly toasted new oak  
barrels gives full ripened fruit aromas with strong plum and cassis gently backed with floral and spiced nuances. 
Firm and well-structured with hints of vanilla and chocolate, a soft and full mouthfeel with a long lingering 
finish. 
 

40 Organic Merlot ‘The Claypot’ Laibach, Stellenbosch, South Africa 2017          £70.00 

This wine was specially created from the best 2 barrels within the lot, making only 580 bottles for the world. 
An exceptional wine with a lovely deep concentrated colour. Aromas of dark, bitter chocolate and blackberry. 
Full-bodied with great structure, beautifully complemented with a silky-smooth finish. 

 

41 Cabernet Sauvignon, Buitenverwachting Constantia, South Africa 2015          125ml £15.45     £78.00 

Buitenverwachting, meaning ‘Beyond Expectation’. An exquisite Bordeaux style blend with rich red fruit 
characters reminiscent of ripe raspberry and blackcurrant, and undertones of dark chocolate and tobacco. 

 
 

42 Brunello di Montalcino, Val di Suga, Tuscany, Italy, 2017          125ml £19.95     £98.00 

An intense ruby-red colour with garnet highlights, it immediately opens rich and complex on the nose, with 
notes of black cherry, myrtle-leaved orange and violets. In the mouth it proves fresh, silky and elegant, with a 
precise tannic structure. 

 

43 Château Haut de la Bécade, Pauillac, Bordeaux, France, 2011  125ml £23.45   £115.00 

A small 7-hectare estate, which has been owned by the same family for seven generations. This wine is a 
barrel-aged blend of 47% Cabernet Sauvignon, 39% Merlot, 14% Cabernet Franc from hand-harvested 
30-year-old vines. The 2011 vintage is drinking beautifully with classic scents of dark berries and plums, fresh 
tobacco, game and cedar. Medium-full, with a succulent mid-palate and soft tannins. 

 

44 Chateau Angludet, Margaux, Bordeaux, France, 2010          £155.00 

Chateau D’Angludet is a Margaux estate with 300 years of wine-making pedigree. 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 
38% Merlot, 12% Petit Verdot. 2010 was a stellar Bordeaux vintage and this is no exception. Floral note of 
liquorice, blueberry, black raspberry and the classic, cassis. Wild sage and tar with mineral undertones. It is 
dense, generous yet ripe, soft and round with a great focus and fine length.   
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Dessert Wine 
 

 

45 Tokaji Late Harvest ‘Pallas’, Fuleky, Tokaji, Hungary 2017        Bottle: 375ml £40.00 

A sweet, late-harvest blend of 50% Furmint, 40% Muskotály, 10% Hárslevelu.       Glass: 125ml £13.95 
Floral notes of lychee and baked peach and an elegant refreshing sweetness which never overpowers. 
 

46 Sauternes, Château Haut-Mayne, Bordeaux, France 2015         Glass only: 125ml £15.95 

The classic French dessert wine, a blend of late harvest botrytised Sauvignon and Semillon packed with ripe, 
honeyed tropical fruits overlaid with vanilla and hints of butterscotch. 

 

47 Pinot Noir Late Harvest, Schroeder, Patagonia, Argentina 2021      Bottle: 500ml £55.00 

The grapes for this late harvest Pinot Noir had concentrated and raisined in the sun which creates a naturally 
sweet wine. Red-purple hues in the glass, the wine has a floral aroma of violets combined with red fruits such 
as plums and cherries on the nose. The palate is sweet and soft with opulent dark chocolate notes and a velvety 
mouth feel. Well-structured with very fine and sweet tannins and a balanced acidity. 
 

48 Riesling Auslese ‘Trittenheimer’, Werner, Mosel, Germany 2018      Bottle: 375ml £70.00 

This single vineyard Riesling Auslese is a sweet, late-harvest Riesling from                          125ml £23.95    
the Mosel's steep, west-facing Apotheke vineyard with honeyed orchard fruit and papaya.  
The Werner winery is ranked amongst the oldest-established winegrowing estates in the Mosel Valley. 

 

49 Riesling Eiswein, Gruber Röschitz Weinviertel, Austria 2021   Bottle: 375ml  £72.00 

Shining straw-yellow, reminiscent of sweet yellow tropical fruits, intense fragrance of honey, dried apricots, 
subtly spicy raisins, fresh note of pineapple. Elegant texture, lovely touch of apricot compôte, perfect balance of 
fruit sweetness and vibrant acidity, lively and savoury in the finish. 

 

50 Tokaji Aszu 6 Puttonyos, Fuleky, Hungary 2013   125ml £22.45   Bottle: 375ml  £90.00 

Trebbiano, Malvasia & Grechetto, These grapes are harvested in late September, then dried on racks until  
March of the following year. After a gentle pressing, the wine is aged for 20 years in small casks.   
This wine is only made in tiny quantities and displays walnut and raisin aromas alongside toffee and marmalade 
notes, accented with hints of cinnamon and coffee which evolves in the glass.  
A special, unique wine.    


